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1on1 Leadership Training 

The “1on1 Leadership Training” is an individual training that is crafted to the needs of the participating manager. 

Methodical and personal competences will be trained based on the actual manager’s leadership role and routine.  

Target Group 

 New managers who onboard into a leadership role and want to develop their leadership skills  

 Experienced managers who want to refresh their leadership skills and reflect their leadership behavior in 

challenging situations 

Benefits  

 You will develop your methodical and personal competences as a manager 

 You will work with your individual leadership situations  

 You will receive hands on instruments 

 You will transfer your key findings into your daily manager routine 

Prerequisites  

Manager’s ability and willingness to reflect own leadership and communication behavior. Bringing leadership 

situations to the training sessions (confidentiality will be granted). 

Program 

In the first session, the needs of the participant will be discussed and the program thereafter tailored: 

 

Scope Leadership Competencies / Topics 

 

Methodical  

Competencies 

Situational leadership:  

Different strokes for different folks, degree of involvement, the four leadership styles, 

leadership style flexibility, diagnosing development level of own team, matching 

leadership style to development level etc.  

Communication basics: 

The four level/aspects of communication, different style of perception, the ego states in 

communication, own preferred style of perception and communication 

Leadership communication: 

Conscious and situational communication, communication in conflicts 

Self-Management: 

How self-confidence, stress management, personal credibility and flexibility influences the 

role as manager 

 

Personal / Social 

Competencies 

Values & Drivers: 

Inner drivers and concept of beliefs and how they affect the motivation to perform and the 

way a manager engages with the team 

Interacting with the team: 

Fostering teamwork, empowering others, developing others, managing performance  

and change 

Dealing with conflicts: 

Conflict behavior, ability to settle conflicts as a manager 

 

Your Trainer 

Tobias Rüfenacht is a business coach, supporting growth for organizations and people. 

As a trainer he ideates and delivers workshops and trainings for communication and 

leadership skills. From his former, successful career as a Marketing and Communications 

specialist in big multi-national companies, he pulls the understanding for corporate 

structures and processes, in which his candidates often work.  


